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Honoring the Past
Dreaming of the Future

Planning begins for reconstruction of the 1936
section of Delton Kellogg Elementary
Delton Kellogg Schools have begun holding design
meetings concerning the reconstruction of the historical
1936 portion of Delton Kellogg Elementary School.
In 2019, the Delton community graciously approved a
$23 million bond that will provide 10 years of technology
updates, eight new buses, a new middle school roof, updated parking lots, and an artificial turf football field, and
more. The biggest project is the reconstruction of part
of the elementary school, which is necessary due to the
increasing costs of maintaining the building.
The design meetings so far have consisted of reviewing feedback which community focus groups provided in
2019. The community groups shared that the new building should resemble the current one in style, with the same
historic appearance and height, and should reuse as much
of the old stone work as possible.
Discussions in the design meetings have also included
the layout inside of the building, which will include a fullsize gym with a stage, classrooms designed for modern

instruction, and staff offices.
The community focus groups also expressed interest in
having a space within the new building to diplay some of the
school’s historical artifacts, including pictures of graduates
from the 1930s and 1940s. This space has been a consideration of the current design meetings.
Construction of the new building will begin in the summer of
2022. Emptying the upstairs of the current building will begin
this summer. Any groups that have materials stored upstairs,
such as Little League, should plan to remove those materials by
June 1st. Once we start clearing out the space, we do not want
to misplace materials that do not belong to the school.
No construction work is planned for this summer. However,
bond funds will be used to purchase new audio/video equipment
for classrooms, as well as new computer work stations for teachers.
We would like to thank our Delton community for your continued support. This support allows us to continue providing
a top quality education to all of our students, and truly makes
Delton Kellogg Schools an outstanding school of choice.
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Valentine Cards Get the Go Ahead

DK Elementary students got the green light to carry
on with a traditional Valentine’s Day card exchange
in their classrooms this year.
After initially planning to cancel the exchange out
of an abundance of caution amidst the pandemic,
quick-thinking staff were able to find a way to continue the tradition, while still following safety protocols.
Students MUST bring their Valentines to school no
later than Tuesday, February 9th, unless their teacher
has specified an earlier date. This will allow the cards
to sit untouched until the time of the exchange.

It’s FAFSA Submission Time!

Parents of seniors, your student needs your help!

Around the Campus

From top to bottom:
Third graders head back to their classroom after PE
Eighth graders attend science class
Seniors work on paintings in Advanced Art Study
First graders read selections from their classroom library
Juniors prepare for English class
Kindergarteners listen intently to their instructions

Any student who is bound for college or tech
school at an institution with tuition and financial aid
must fill out FAFSA forms to access financial aid.
Compared with previous years, we are way
behind on our FAFSA completion rates, both at
Delton and across the state. Colleges begin to
award their financial aid dollars as students are
accepted, so waiting too long can deplete the
available funds and leave your child with less
financial aid.
Please contact Mr. Hogoboom if you have
questions. Forms that walk you through the FAFSA
process are available in the DKHS guidance office.

NWEA Mid-Year Testing Underway

DK Schools would like to thank DK families for their
support during NWEA testing.
The High School completed testing on the 2nd,
and the Elementary wrapped up today, with just a
few make-up tests yet to be administered. Testing
at the Middle School continues until February 19th.
These test results measure the amount of
progress students have made in their learning
since their last tests, allowing teachers to more
accurately meet them at their level and ensure
that each individual’s needs are met.
To support your student during testing, please
make sure they get a good night’s sleep, eat a
healthy breakfast (available free at school for all
students), and arrive at school on time.

Congrats DKMS Spelling Bee Participants!

Eighth Grader Eric Belka, pictured at left, claimed first place at the Middle
School Spelling Bee on January 14th, moving on to compete at the
Regional Spelling Bee on February 23rd at Barry County Christian School.
Joining Eric to represent DKMS in the Regional Bee are eighth
graders Blythe Caldwell and Logan Kyser, seventh grader
Trevin Ewing, sixth graders Riley Perley, Jordan Watson, and
Kaylynn Zwar, and fifth graders Summer Brehm, Spencer
Graham, and Danielle Henderson. Nice work, DKMS Spellers!

Comfort and Connection: DKMS Introduces Tru

The benefits of therapy dogs in providing support to those
who are struggling has been backed up by numerous studies.
DKMS is proud to introduce Tru, their new therapy dog trainee,
who is expected to receive his full certification this fall.
Tru is expected to become a valuable member of the counseling team, helping DKMS Counselors Karissa Wright and Bob
Cogswell break down barriers and connect with students who
feel anxious or overwhelmed.
Petting him during counseling sessions can relieve stress, promote
relaxation, and lead to a more effective counseling experience.
Tru can also be a behavior modification reward for students, allowing them to celebrate with a treat and visit with Tru when they
meet their behavior goals.
“Children who feel isolated, alone, and are experiencing turmoil in
their lives- they will view him as safe and accepting,” said DKMS
Principal April Margaritis.
“Reducing anxiety and stress and providing unconditional acceptance
are among a therapy dog’s most important benefits. For some
of our most socially challenged and school-phobic students, Tru can
become their most positive reason for coming to school.”
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